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"Hang on!" Seeing how the Southern Boss intended to harm Leon, Angus stepped forward and stood before Leon.

"Angus Thompson, what's the meaning of this? Do you want to protect Leon and fight me?" The Southern Boss narrowed his

eyes maliciously.

He already planned to get rid of Angus and Yuri, so the fact that Angus stepped forward played in his favor.

His action came to a sudden halt and he did not jump into action.

"So what if that's what I’m doing? Mister Wolf is a friend of the Thompsons and he has helped us multiple times in the past! You'll

have to step over my dead body if you wish to hurt him!" Angus declared with determination.

"You? What a joke! If it were in the past, with Arthur around, I might have some reservations about the Thompsons. Since the

first and second bloodlines of the Thompsons have parted ways, who are you to stop me from doing what I want?" The Southern

Boss sneered and glanced at Angus in contempt.

Amongst all the martial artists in the southern region except for the Dragon Guards, only the Southern Boss and Arthur managed

to reach the Advanced Almighty State, and since Arthur was slightly stronger, he was the only one the Southern Boss feared.

Angus was merely in the initial state of the Almighty State, which meant that he was miles away from reaching the Southern

Boss's level of strength, so naturally, the Southern Boss did not see him as a threat.

"Don't get smug just yet! The conflicts among the Thompsons are temporary and I've already informed my uncle about this. He

should be on his way here now! If you dare to hurt Mister Wolf, the Thompsons will hunt you down once Uncle Arthur gets here!"

Angus said coldly, attempting to intimidate the Southern Boss by mentioning Arthur.

"You can't fool me, Angus! Leon's the person who murdered Yonas Thompson and it's considered merciful that Arthur didn't kill

him, so why would he come all the way here to help Leon? Besides, I don't fear the Thompsons. Even if Arthur is here, he won't

be able to do a thing!" The Southern Boss mocked and snorted.

Indeed, though the Spears were not as powerful as the Thompsons, they were close enough and once Leon was dead, Arthur

would not be able to interfere in the matter.

"But," Angus was instantly rendered speechless.

He knew that the Southern Boss was right. Though he sent Yuri to talk to Arthur, both Arthur and August mistook Loen as the

person responsible for Yonas's death, so the chances that Yuri could convince Arthur to come were slim.

It was unlikely for Arthur to come to their rescue and Angus dared not to get his hopes up; even if Arthur was kind enough to lend

them a hand, he could only try to intimidate

the Southern boss into retreating and would not be capable of actually hurting the Southern Boss.

In conclusion, Arthur would not be of much help as long as the Southern Boss managed to kill Leon before he arrived.
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